


But let’s start from the beginning, on how this intention of El-
evating Design and Craftsmanship was born.
The Organizer of Covet International Awards - Covet House 
and the Foundation for Arts & Crafts Br(h)ands, share the 
common mission of reviving ancient arts that are losing their 
place in the contemporary Design world. With 15 years of ex-
perience in creating furniture featuring arts such as filigree, 
tile, wood carving and others, Covet House has now a big-
ger mission than Designing high-end, unique furniture – We 
want to make sure that the knowledge of arts & crafts passes 
on form generation to generation. Why is this so important? 
The language of luxury design is currently a combination of 
craftsmanship and arts that tell a story of passion and emo-
tion. Craftsmanship links to emotions whilst Design brings it 
to a 2.0 level. Nowadays, consumers wish to spend money on 
products that will add to their status, products that speak for 
themselves, that tell their own stories.
So, Covet International Awards was the obvious evolution 
and the way to promote this message to the world, recogniz-
ing all Interior Designers who have the same values and the 
projects that accomplish this same mission. In the midst of so 
many contests, the Covet International Awards stands out 
for wanting to show the world the importance and urgency 
of not letting the traditional arts die, as they are capable of 
celebrating design, while creating a legacy that will remain 
for generations to come.

Awarding Interior  designers and students, Covet International Awards 
wants to celebrate and elevate the Arts & Crafts through the best interior 
design projects worldwide.  We want to revive the arts that are dying and 

bring their legacy to the contemporary world.







Born in 2017, Br(h)ands Foundation wants to celebrate and honour the 
craftmanship and every single person who creates soulful pieces with their 
own hands. A tribute to all makers for their wisdom, storytelling, and for 
building history with beautiful creations through ancient techniques and 
raw materials. Br(h)ands Foundation stands up for the ones that keep the 
art of craftsmanship alive. A desire to reveal the process as a peer of the 
finished product itself. A tribute to all makers. 

www.brhandsfoundation.com

Covet House offers a curated selection of design pieces from the world’s 
top brands, distinct materials and tools, specialized marketing and recog-
nition. Bespoke services are provided by a team of highly trained designers 
spread through more than 100 countries. We offer choices.

www.covethouse.eu
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